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Photograph: Walt Disney Animation Studios; Walt Disney Pictures One of the many reasons people love Disney is their catchy melodies, which often have a message, and so far we all know that Disney outperforms any other company when it comes to songs in its films. These songs often top the charts, and both adults and children find themselves singing catchy melodies. They
use the help of award-winning producers, writers and celebrities to create music that people will listen to years after the film's release. Many of their songs have received critical acclaim, many of which have won awards at both golden globes and Oscars. Some of these hits include How Far I'll Go, Let It Go, A Whole New World, Colors of the Wind, Reflections, Circle of Life and
Part of Your World. How good are Disney songs and the movies in which they were presented? If you had received a list of songs and a Disney movie, were you able to tell which one wasn't from that movie? Only a real Disney expert can get all of them right, right? Let's find out! TRIVIA Do you know if it's Disney Sidekick Conversations or not? 6 Minute Quiz 6 Min PERSONALITY
Which Disney movie are you? 5 Minute Quiz 5 Min PERSONALITY Take This Quiz to Find Out If We Can Guess Your Favorite Disney Movie? 5 Minute Quiz 5 Min TRIVIA Match songs to movie 6 Minutes Quiz 6 Min TRIVIA Can you complete these Disney titles? 6 Minute Quiz 6 Min TRIVIA Which of these Disney characters doesn't belong to others? 6 Minute Quiz 6 Min TRIVIA
How well do you remember these Disney movies? 6 Minute Quiz 6 Min TRIVIA MEDIUM Can you identify the Disney Channel Original Video from the screenshot? 7 Minute Quiz 7 Min TRIVIA Do you know the correct spelling of these Disney names? 7 Minute Quiz 7 Min TRIVIA Are you smart enough to name these Disney characters? 7 Minute Quiz 7 Min How much do you know
about dinosaurs? What is octane rating? And how to use the right noun? Fortunately for you, HowStuffWorks Play is here to help. Our award-winning website offers reliable, easy-to-understand explanations of how the world works. HowStuffWorks Play offers something for everyone, from fun quizzes that bring the joy of the day to fascinating photos and fascinating lists.
Sometimes we explain how it works, other times, we ask, but we always explore in the name of fun! Because learning is fun, so stick with us! Quizzes are free! We send questions and personality tests to your inbox every week. By clicking Sign up, you agree to our privacy policy and confirm that you are 13 years of age or over. Image copyright © 2020 InfoSpace Holdings, LLC,
system1 navigation skip company! Lovebirds is a gift that Insecure and Silicon Valley fans and comedy action lovers will surely love. It was supposed to be released in theaters, but luckily Netflix won the theater with fewer Lovebirds. version of the streaming platform brings brings Rae and Kumail Nanjiani together as a couple on screen (that they never knew they needed until now)
and added a playful, high-stakes twist and killer soundtrack. Jibran and Leilani, who have been dating for four years, go to a friend's house for dinner before accidentally hitting a cyclist with their car. The next 24 hours the couple is filled with murders, fights and a very intimidating horse. You will question their hilarious horrible decisions and root their relationship during their crazy
journey. The Lovebirds soundtrack has plenty of romantic jams and pump hymns to accompany this normal couple (and audience) on their perilate adventure. The standout song is Katy Perry's Earworm Firework, which is so catchy that it requires singing-a-long from Jibran and Leilani in the midst of all their chaos. (Seriously, who can resist the belts of this song when it comes?)
This soundtrack is just as unexpected as The Lovebirds storyline. Click to see which of your favorite songs will appear in your video and find new songs that you can add to your playlist. The disney+ documentary Into the Unknown: Making Frozen 2 gave Disney fans an inner look at filming. For Frozen 2, this means writing songs, animating water, and even improving lines about
turtle butchers. Continuing a movie like Frozen isn't easy, though, even for Disney. In fact, one elsa song was almost omitted from the sequel. Show Yourself was almost omitted from Frozen 2 It is quite difficult to follow a song as iconic as Let It Go. For Disney's Frozen 2, they were looking for elsa's song so powerful, but perhaps even more significant. It came in the form of Show
Yourself, a song Elsa sings after traveling through the enchanted forest to Ahtohallan. It is during this song that Elsa becomes the Fifth Spirit, connecting the spirits of nature and people. However, in the early stages, the song was almost cut from disney's animated sequel. I don't think we found a reason to keep it in, Director of Story, Marc Smith said during the documentary. [The
song] feels like the patient is on the operating table, but we have one last shot at bringing it back. At the beginning of the stages, the creators had trouble finding exactly Show Yourself. How will this song move the story forward? As a result, composers Robert Lopez and Kristen Anderson-Lopez returned to the drawing board several times. Anna, Olaf, actress Idina Menzel and
Elsa attend disney's world premiere of Frozen 2 | Alberto E. Rodriguez / Getty Images for Disney During the documentary Into the Unknown: Making Frozen 2, one song was cut from the animated film A few months before the cinematic release of Frozen 2, the directors invited the audience to screen the animated film and give their opinions. Inevitably they liked Show Yourself,
but they didn't really have to include songs with Northuldra people and Arendelle soldiers, See the Screenwriters Writers a few options when it comes to whose voice Elsa has heard. In one version, it was Elsa's own voice, calling on the Queen to make her own destiny. Another option was to have a voice not to be a person at all, but an Ahtohallan as his own unit. Who is the voice
that calls Elsa? After several different hours on the drawing board, it was decided that the voice calling Elsa came from her late mother. Due to the changes, Evan Rachel Wood returned to the recording booth. Fortunately, the film was completed according to the schedule, Show Yourself and everything. (Although, there was always another Elsa song in Frozen 2 - Into the
Unknown). The Disney sequel has even won several awards and nominations, including a Golden Globe nomination for best animated film. Frozen 2, as well as the original Frozen, lives on Disney's streaming platform. To watch Into the Unknown: The Making Frozen II, head over to Disney+. To learn more about this subscription service, visit their website. RELATED: The Little
Mermaid 2: Why Disney Fans Think Ariel Is Disney's Only Princess with Daughter RELATED: Is Mulan a Princess? How disney live-action adaptation can change this character I love movies. I love music. But I especially love both when I'm moved by them. When they force me to feel something. These are the ones we remember. The ones we hold when we have nothing else.
Those that give us comfort help us remember and connect us in ways we could not otherwise describe. We can all choose the latest Disney and Pixar movies to download from songs that make the charts or just become something so iconic that we will either love it or hate it forever. (Think Let it Go with Frozen or Happy with Despicable Me.) However, some of the best songs have
long been forgotten or rejected because they haven't sold millions of downloads on iTunes. My playlist is a wide range of songs — I don't stick to a particular genre. I choose what I feel or need at that particular time. If I'm going to run, I need something different than when I'm on a casual walk in my area. If I just have to sing something (not very well, I can add), then who knows
what I can find. Being an adult doesn't mean we should miss out on G-rated movies. Often, the protagonists of these films face decisions that they want to undo after the result is known, as we often experience. As in life, there are times when we fail unhappily and also reach greatness. Maybe that's why I'll never miss a new animated film – there may just be a hidden treasure
buried somewhere in the soundtrack that I may fall in love with and need. The songs capture these moments for us and attach a melody to it so we can sing together. These songs are not in any particular order, but life it just works that way sometimes too. Somewhere outside outside – with American Tail (by Linda Ronstadt and James Ingram)Sometimes, our lives take us on
journeys that keep us away from the people we love the most and the best way to go through the days until we see them again is knowing that someone misses you. We feel them and embrace their love, even though we are separated by miles. This song just comforts me when I feel a little lonely and even though our lives are busy and chaotic, I know I'm loved. We can't be
everywhere, but our love can. The Trail We Blaze – from The Road to El Dorado (Elton John)Life is an adventure, and this song reminds us to travel the road less traveled. Look for what is on the other side. Be excited and not held back by fear. Be discoverers of life. We may not always know what is at the end of the road and may not lead us to the lost City of Gold, but that's not
what really matters in the end. Being a pioneer means moving away from the crowd and chasing at bedtime only we see... this means starting a conversation... that is, getting up when everyone else is sitting. Every big change in the world was made possible by someone who wasn't limited by compatibility, and we should follow their example, and maybe cause a little ruckus
ourselves! Here comes the Sun – from The Bee Movie (by Sheryl Crow)This song just makes us sing. It fills our hearts with happiness and we smile. On a cloudy day, we miss this great orange glow in the sky and rely on it not only to warm the planet, but to give us hope. Things in life don't always go the way we want them to, and disappointment can wait just around the corner,
but this song makes me believe I'm holding on and staying strong. It reminds us that life is always full of change. Someone is waiting for you – from The Rescuers (by Lea Salonga) our travels, life and our wanderings, we sometimes find us ourselve lost, unable to find our way back home. It's easy to believe that we can be so easily forgotten - but who is to say that no matter how
long it takes, no matter why you left, that you will not be welcomed with open arms and loved even more? Sometimes we feel the need to see what else is there and without realizing what we are doing, we move away from one thing that we took for granted. In our lives we meet very few people who will do everything and everything to be there for you ... never take them for
granted. Here I Am – from Spirit, the Stallion of the Cimarron (by Bryan Adams)There is no greater song about being true to ourselves and what we want than this ballad. I find comfort in it, knowing that being sensitive, chasing what seems just out of reach, and knowing who I am is more valuable than anything else. We may lose our belongings and fall on our faces, but if we don't
know who we are and what we believe in, then nothing else Matter. If we don't know who we are, what is the point of being alive? This song reminds me to stop hiding hiding it scares me and trusts the freedom that comes with the truth found in our essence and soul. With a life full of chaotic and busy moments, sometimes the best thing we can do is just stop worrying about
everything. We exert a lot of energy and time sticking to scenarios that may never come. This does not mean that madness is going away, it simply means that we have to move away from it for a while. It's our little mini vacation. Our escape. Of course, we know that the real world is still there, but sometimes our philosophy has to be one day at a time and that whatever we don't
know now we'll figure out when we need to later. Make it your motto and glaze every day. Around Riverbend – from Pocahontas (by Arielle Jacobs)We have this sense of adventure that excites us, and even if we do not know what happens next, fear will not stop us from doing what excites us and what moves us. Staying in the same place is not an option, and moving the envelope
is always where our program lies. Our endless curiosity to see what's out there and how we interact with it is like cheating staleness into an otherwise boring existence. We break a few rules along the way and see things from a different perspective, allowing our minds to develop in ways we might miss differently. Next... Peak. This could be anything you ever wanted. You've Got a
Friend in Me – from Toy Story (by Randy Newman)No matter who we are, we all need friends. Not only the kind of friends who show up when they need something or when it's convenient, but those who will do anything and everything for us. They are committed to your friendship and need you as much as you need them. You may not always see eye to eye and you can say
things you may regret later, but when it comes to it, you have each other's backs. No matter what. By thick and thin. When all this is said and done, man is no better than the friends he has and the friendship he gives. Why should I worry? – with Oliver &amp; Company (Billy Joel)No matter where we come from or how we know, we can't always plan our lives. We will have to adapt
to the ever-changing landscape, traps and obstacles that come our way and improvize if necessary. No one has a life plan and no book will teach us what to expect, but somehow we know that carrying worries and uncertainties is not how our best life should be. Walking tall and confident through life will teach us to be strong and courageous when things don't go our way. Even if
we don't have every answer to every question, we can still behave the way we do. You'll be in my heart - from Tarzana (Phil Collins)Having three of my own sons and sending the last to college last year, this song was one of many that made me and grieved at the same time. Mother's love never goes away, and it is a love that cannot be forgotten or lost - no matter how far the
child travels. Sometimes our family is not where we were born, we were born, people we connect with and love without borders. Our loved ones never go a day without a sense of our love and when the moments you have together are short or never seem to be enough, let them know about it... you are always in my heart, closer than you can imagine. Reflection – with Mulan (by
Lea Salonga)Who had no parents direct us to a career or college choice? Who thought they had to be someone they really weren't, but they followed a path that was hardened for them because it was easier? If our main goal in life is to be happy, then those who love us the most should want it for us. Sometimes we don't know who we are yet, and only in traveling through life do
we really find ourself. Never be afraid to look yourself in the mirror and see what is in your heart and soul. Letting people see the real thing can be a little scary, but it's something we never forget – at this point, we can't hold back any longer. We're just who we were born with. When You Believe – from the Prince of Egypt (Mariah Carey) I did not know the power behind one
conviction until it happened to me. I did not understand how one thought can change everything ... as he argues, everything you don't see or touch still matters. You can be pulled in a direction you can hardly share, but fear is not an option. Miracles happen and show us everything we come from, what happened to us, that sometimes life gives us moments that change us forever.
It's not about what we know and how far we've come in school, but the real power comes when you believe - because anything is possible. Little Wonders - from Meet the Robinsons (Rob Thomas)As we look back on life, we can choose really bad parts that we'd never lived. Every day we are exposed to small, seemingly insignificant moments that keep us grounded in a way that
the big ones won't be. Most of us are too busy to pay attention to anything other than what is directly in front of us. Every now and then, what seems like a bad turn actually leads us to exactly where we were supposed to be all the time. Never be so busy in life that you miss the little miracles that become really big memories. Feel the Light – from Home (Jennifer Lopez)Sometimes
life grabs us by the hand and pushes us into circumstances that we do not want and falling into a crumpled mess well serves its purpose. Every emotion that we so desperately try to hide appears on the surface and we stop caring about what matters most. We stumble. We are losing our way. We give up. This song gives me hope in places where I never think to look and confirms
that love is the greatest of all things. We all make choices, and then we feel that we have to live with them forever. But that's not true... we can make changes even if it is not what others True friendship will make her rounds all her life, but in the end, she always finds herself back home. Sometimes you just need to but again. God helps the Outcasts – from The Hunchback from
Notre Dame (by Bette Midler)None of us really fit. We are all different, but we try to confirm to the crowd and the standards that society has created for us. A few days, we don't know where to go, we don't have an answer, and we feel lonely. Maybe we believe that no one else will really understand what we feel or are afraid to be really so vulnerable with someone. To be honest,
we don't even know what we need, but we seem to lose that sense of selfishness when we unconditionally give to others knowing that fighting is good. We try to be more passionate and generous to those who have less. We want to ease the suffering of those who are intimidated, ridiculed and rejected as irrelevant. From time to time, we all need to remind our differences and
celebrate them together. Rainbow Connection – from The Muppet Movie (by Kermit the Frog)OK, you caught me. It's not really an animated film, but I grew up watching the Muppets every Sunday at 7 p.m. and had to remind all of us that rainbows come only after rain. Life can bring storms and although we don't know how long it will take, we know that the sun will come out
tomorrow (it could be from another movie..) and we can once again see the light. Not because we believe there's a pot of gold at the end of the rainbow, but because there's a little magic kept in the way light bounces off those drops of water. This song reminds me to believe in the power of sleep and why each of them means something to its owner. We still want stars, we're still
looking for answers to the sky, and we still love singing this song. Conclusion: The best soundtracks come with a great score and receive many awards, but as you achieve these honorable meanings, sometimes the best melodies and words coated together are hidden behind something a little less human. The basic principle of cartoon success in expressing human emotions can
be difficult to achieve without music. Some of these songs will collect dust and be forgotten and just be mentioned as a song on a CD. The most common hidden gems are the ones we need to find for ourselves. Life is about life and every challenge and opportunity that comes with it. Some days are easier than others. Some of them contain questions, while others answer. We also
find hope, curiosity and love in the moments we capture in life as we chase our dreams and find great friends along the way. Let these songs become your new favorite playlist, and when you have a chance, they can also watch a movie. Featured Photos: Oscar Keys by unsplash.com unsplash.com
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